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Abstract
We show that standard Einstein gravity coupled to a free conformal field the-
ory (CFT) in Anti de Sitter space can undergo a Higgs phenomenon whereby
the graviton acquires a nonzero mass (and three extra polarizations). We
show that the essential ingredients of this mechanism are the discreteness of
the energy spectrum in AdS space, and unusual boundary conditions on the
elementary fields of the CFT. These boundary conditions can be interpreted
as implying the existence of a 3-d defect CFT living at the boundary of AdS4.
Our free-field computation sheds light on the essential, model-independent
features of AdS4 that give rise to massive gravity.
1 Introduction
Certain compactifications of 5-d gravity to 4 dimensions can be interpreted holographi-
cally as 4-d gravity coupled to matter. In this picture, the Kaluza-Klein excitations of
the fifth dimension are bound states of the matter sector. Examples of models that ad-
mit a holographic interpretation are the Randall-Sundrum compactifications (RS) [1, 2]
and the Karch-Randall compactification (KR) [3, 4]. The holographic interpretation of
RS was spelled out in several papers [5, 6, 7], while that of KR was carried out in [8].
In [8] it was argued that KR is dual to a 4-d conformal field theory coupled to gravity
on AdS4. One of the most surprising aspects of KR is that it contains massive gravitons
only. In the 4-d dual, the mass of the graviton arises from the graviton self-energy. In
the holographic approximation, where graviton loops are neglected, this is the same as
computing the 2-point function of the stress-energy tensor of the CFT. This computation
was carried out in [8]. By giving a purely 4-d interpretation to KR, ref. [8] made clear
that KR is the first example of a local 4-d field theory in which general covariance does
not imply the existence of a massless graviton 1. The dual of KR is gravity coupled to a
strongly self-interacting CFT. Since the graviton mass does not come from the integrated
conformal anomaly [8], it is not clear whether massive AdS4 gravity is peculiar only to
strongly interacting CFTs. To answer this question one should compute the graviton
self-energy in a weakly interacting CFT. In [8], it was suggested to compute the graviton
self-energy in the “least holographic” model available to us: a free conformal scalar.
In this paper we perform that calculation and we find that even when the CFT is
free, the graviton can acquire a nonzero mass. Even more interestingly, we can pinpoint
the property of the CFT that gives rise to massive gravity.
We begin our paper by reviewing in Section 2 the consequences of general covariance
and Weyl invariance on the two-point function of the stress-energy tensor (a.k.a. graviton
self-energy). We show that the Ward identities due to those symmetries only constrain
the self-energy to be transverse and traceless (tt). We also explain how a graviton mass
shows up to quadratic order in the tt part of the self-energy. Finally, we explain the
relation of our findings to the Stu¨ckelberg formalism.
In Section 3 we restrict our analysis to free conformal theories in AdS4. We show
why a Higgs-like mechanism that makes the graviton massive can take place in free field
theories in Anti de Sitter space, but not in Minkowsky space. Our analysis makes clear
why the induced mass of the AdS4 graviton is O(Λ
2/M2P l). We also analyze the role of
boundary conditions and we find why graviton mass generation requires non-standard
AdS4 boundary conditions. Finally, we tentatively re-interpret those boundary conditions
1In 3-d a local modification of the Einstein Lagrangian exists, that makes the graviton massive [9].
The modification is a Chern-Simons term that does not exist in even dimensions.
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as due to the coupling of the 4-d bulk theory to a defect 3-d CFT.
Section 4 contains the explicit calculation of the graviton self-energy when the matter
CFT is a single free, conformally coupled scalar. That calculation allows us to find the
induced graviton mass.
Section 5 summarizes the findings in this paper, and it contains some concluding
remarks; among them, a brief discussion of the model-independent features of our calcu-
lation, and comments on possible generalizations to bigravity models [4].
Our metric convention is “mostly plus,” γ0 is anti-Hermitean, the γis are Hermitean.
2 Ward Identities and the Stu¨ckelberg Mechanism
Let us consider a CFT on a 4-d Anti de Sitter space. Let W [g] be the generating
functional of the correlators of the stress-energy tensor. When expanded on an AdS4
background, the one-point function δW [g]/δgµν(x) ≡ 〈T µν〉 does not vanish. Indeed, by
denoting with E4 = RµνρσR
µνρσ − 4RµνRµν + R2 the Euler density, and with Cµνρσ the
Weyl tensor, we have
gµν
δW [g]
δgµν(x)
= aCµνρσC
µνρσ + bE4 + c✷R. (1)
Here a, b, c are constants that depend on the specific CFT. On an AdS background
Cµνρσ = ✷R = 0 and Eq. (1) together with the SO(2, 3) symmetry of the background
implies
δW [g]
δgµν(x)
∣∣∣∣∣
g=g¯
=
b
24
g¯µνR¯2. (2)
Background values for gµν , R etc. will be denoted hereafter by an overbar. In terms of
the AdS curvature radius L, we have R¯ = 4Λ = −12/L2.
It is convenient to introduce now another quantity, Wˆ [g] =W [g]− (12b/L4)√g, that
is stationary on the AdS background:
δWˆ [g]
δgµν(x)
∣∣∣∣∣
g=g¯
= 0. (3)
If we couple our CFT to Einstein gravity, the two-point function of the stress-energy
tensor is the matter contribution to the one-loop graviton self-energy, here called Σ
Σµν,ρσ(x, y) ≡ δ
2Wˆ [g]
δgµν(x)δgρσ(y)
∣∣∣∣∣
g=g¯
. (4)
One may think that the Ward identities due to general diffeomorphisms and Weyl invari-
ance would forbid a mass for the graviton, or, at least, relate it to the conformal anomaly,
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but this is not the case. To see this, we expand Wˆ [g] to quadratic order around the AdS
background:
Wˆ [g] = Wˆ [g¯] +
1
2
hµν ∗ Σµν,ρσ ∗ hρσ +O(h3), gµν = g¯µν + hµν . (5)
Here, A ∗ B ≡ ∫ d4x√g¯A(x)B(x). The Ward identities of diffeomorphisms and local
conformal (Weyl) invariance are Eq. (1) and
D(µǫν) ∗ δW [g]
δgµν
= 0. (6)
By using the expansion of Wˆ [g] given in Eq. (5), the two Ward identities become, to
linear order in the metric fluctuations,
D(µǫν) ∗ Σµν,ρσ ∗ hρσ = 0, g¯µνΣµν,ρσ ∗ hρσ = 0. (7)
These identities simply state that Σ is transverse and traceless. They do not constrain
at all the tt part of the self-energy.
They do not forbid a graviton mass either. Indeed, Ward identities never forbid a
mass term for a gauge field. Let us consider, as a warm-up exercise, the simpler example
of QED in Minkowsky space. In that case, the Ward identities of QED imply that the
photon self-energy is transverse, i.e., in momentum space,
Σµν(p) =
(
gµν − pµpν
p2
)
F (p2). (8)
If limp2→0 F (p
2) 6= 0 then the photon acquires a nonzero mass. Equivalently, we can see
that mass is allowed by gauge invariance by using the Stu¨ckelberg formalism, i.e. by
writing the Lagrangian density of a massive spin-1 field as
L =
1
4
FµνF
µν +
m2
2
(∂µφ−Aµ)(∂µφ− Aµ). (9)
This Lagrangian density is invariant under the gauge transformation φ → φ + ω, Aµ →
Aµ + ∂µω. In the unitary gauge, φ = 0, it reduces to the usual Lagrangian density of
a spin-1 field of mass m. If we integrate out the Su¨ckelberg field φ, it reduces instead
to a non-local action, that contributes to the self-energy Σ a term as in Eq. (8), with
F (p2) = m2/2. To sum up, neither Ward identities nor locality rule out a mass term.
In the case of a spin-2 field in AdS4 the basic mechanism at work is the same as in our
example, even though details differ. First of all, the projector over transverse-traceless
states is more involved that in flat space. To find it, it is most convenient to introduce
the Lichnerowicz differential operator ∆ [10] On spin-2 fields, it reads
∆hµν = −✷hµν − 2Rµρνσhρσ + 2Rρ(µhν)ρ. (10)
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On the AdS background, R¯µρνσ = (Λ/3)(g¯µν g¯ρσ − g¯νρg¯µσ), R¯µν = Λg¯µν , and the Lich-
nerowicz operator obeys the following properties
∆D(µVν) = D(µ∆Vν), ∆Vµ = (−✷+ Λ)Vµ, (11)
Dµ∆hµν = ∆D
µhµν , (12)
∆g¯µνφ = g¯µν∆φ, ∆φ = −✷φ, (13)
Dµ∆Vµ = ∆D
µVµ. (14)
These equations state that ∆ commutes with covariant derivatives and trace. This is
why in its definition we could omit the index labeling the degree of the form on which it
acts. Let us consider now the rank-2 symmetric tensor hµν . Its tt projection must have
the form
httµν = Π
ρσ
µν ∗ hρσ ≡ A(∆)hµν +B(∆)D(µDλhν)λ + C(∆)DµDνDλDρhλρ +
D(∆)DµDνh+ E(∆)g¯µνh+ F (∆)g¯µνD
ρDσhρσ. (15)
Notice that, thanks to the properties of the Lichnerowicz operator given in Eqs. (11-14)
we can treat it as a number, as it commutes with covariant derivatives and traces. Using
the properties of covariant derivatives on the AdS background, it is easy to see that
tracelessness of httµν implies two equations for the coefficients A, .., F :
A + 4E −∆D = 0, B −∆C + 4F = 0. (16)
Transversality, Dµhttµν = 0, implies instead
2A+ (2Λ−∆)B = 0, B + 2(Λ−∆)C + 2F = 0, E + (Λ−∆)D = 0. (17)
In order to have a projection, Π2 = Π, we must normalize A = 1. The other equations
are then solved by
B =
2
∆− 2Λ , C =
2
(∆− 2Λ)(3∆− 4Λ) , D = F = −
1
3∆− 4Λ ,
E =
Λ−∆
3∆− 4Λ . (18)
As we pointed out, Ward identities allow us to add a term proportional to Π to the
two-point function of the stress-energy tensor
Σµνρσ ∗ hρσ = c
2L4
Πµνρσ ∗ hρσ + .... (19)
Here c is a dimensionless constant. The functional dependence on L is fixed simply
by dimensional analysis, as the only scale appearing in Σ is the AdS curvature L. As
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in the spin-1 example given earlier, a nonzero c signals that the graviton acquires a
nonzero mass. To see this, we couple the CFT to dynamical AdS gravity. Denote with
(16πG)−1K (G=Newton’s constant) the bare graviton kinetic term and integrate out
the CFT. Assume that graviton loops can be neglected. The dressed kinetic term then
becomes (16πG)−1K + Σ, and the linearized equation of motion of the graviton is
[(16πG)−1K ρσµν + Σ
ρσ
µν ] ∗ hρσ = 0. (20)
On tt fields (Kh)ttµν = −(m2/2)httµν , and the equation of motion reduces to
[−(16πG)−1m2 + c/L4]httµν = 0, (21)
thus giving the value 16πGc/L4 for the graviton square mass. Notice that if c is O(1),
the order of magnitude of the graviton mass is as in [3].
Notice also that the expression for Π contains the non-local term B, that can be
interpreted as the propagator of a spin-1 Goldstone boson. Indeed, B has a pole whenever
a transverse vector Aµ exists such that (∆ − 2Λ)Aµ = 0. In other words, the term
proportional to B in Eq. (15) plays for spin 2 on AdS the same role of the term pµpν/p2
in Eq. (8). In variance with Minkowsky space expectations, our Goldstone vector is not
massless. In fact, a transverse, massless spin 1 in AdS4 obeys the equation ∆Aµ = 0,
instead of (∆ − 2Λ)Aµ = 0. The latter equation states that the Goldstone vector is
in a massive SO(2, 3) representation. We will identify that representation in the next
Section; this one concludes by showing that the projection Π can be obtained from a
local Lagrangian by introducing a Stu¨ckelberg vector field, in exact parallel with the case
of spin 1 in flat space. The Stu¨ckelberg vector Aµ is introduced into the linearized action
of a massive spin-2 field (the Pauli-Fierz Lagrangian [11]) by replacing everywhere the
spin-2 field hµν with hµν + D(µAν). The Pauli-Fierz action on an AdS4 background is
then [12]
S = SL[hµν ] +
∫
d4x
√−g¯ c
4L4
(h2µν − h2). (22)
Here SL[hµν ] is the Einstein action with cosmological constant,
SE [gµν ] =
1
16πG
∫
d4x
√−g[R(g)− 2Λ], gµν = g¯µν + hµν (23)
linearized around the Einstein-space background g¯µν . The substitution hµν → hµν +
D(µAν) maps S into
SL[hµν ] +
∫
d4x
√−g¯ c
4L4
[(hµν +D(µAν))
2 − (h+ 2DµAµ)2]. (24)
By integrating out the vector field Aµ, this action reduces to SL[hµν ] + (c/4L
4)h ∗Π ∗ h.
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The action in Eq. (24) is invariant under the linearized diffeomorphisms
hµν → hµν +D(µǫν), Aµ → Aµ − ǫµ. (25)
It is far form evident that the Stu¨ckelberg mechanism can be made fully covariant;
here, we limited ourselves to its linearization around a fixed background. The holographic
interpretation of the KR model shows, on the other hand, that a complete covariantization
of the Stu¨ckelberg mechanism is in fact possible. The same conclusion would follows if
we were able to give a mass to the graviton by coupling Einstein gravity to a free CFT.
The very possibility of this occurrence is due to some peculiar properties of AdS4 that
we analyze next.
3 SO(2, 3) Representations and the Gravitational
Higgs Mechanism in AdS4.
In the previous Section we showed that diffeomorphism invariance does not forbid a mass
term for the graviton. One cheap way to introduce such a mass would be to add by hand
a term proportional to Πµνρσ into the graviton self-energy. This is the same as adding
to the stress-energy tensor of matter a term D(µAν), which is conserved if Aµ obeys the
equation of motion (∆ − 2Λ)Aµ = 0. By thus changing the theory, we modify by hand
its infrared behavior, by adding three extra degrees of freedom. Nothing guarantees us
that this change make sense beyond the linearized level. Full consistency on the other
hand is guaranteed if we find the extra degrees of freedom needed to give mass to the
graviton in the stress-energy tensor of matter. In the case of a free field theory, where
Tµν is quadratic, this means finding the Goldstone vector as a bound state in the product
of two free fields. In Minkowsky space this is obviously absurd since non-interacting two-
particle states form a continuum. In Anti de Sitter space, instead, free particles do form
bound states, since the AdS energy is quantized. To proceed further we need to review
some facts about positive-energy representations of the AdS isometry group, SO(2, 3).
These representations were classified in [13] (see also [14] for a clear review). In the
decomposition SO(2, 3) → SO(2)× SO(3), the generator of SO(2) is the AdS4 energy,
while angular momentum is given by the generators of SO(3). A unitary, irreducible,
positive-weight representation of SO(2, 3) (UIR), D(E, s), is labeled by the energy E/L
and spin s of its (unique) lowest-energy state. E is the energy measured in units of
the AdS curvature radius L. Free fields form irreducible representations of SO(2, 3). A
conformal scalar can belong to either the D(1, 0) or the D(2, 0). A conformal (massless)
spin-1/2 fermion belongs to a D(3/2, 1/2)±, while a massless vector (also conformal)
belongs to a D(2, 1)± [15, 16]. The label ± denotes the two possible parities of the UIR.
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Massless representations of spin s > 0 have E = s + 1 [15, 16, 14]. Massive unitary
representations of spin larger than zero have E > s+1. In the limit E → s+1, the UIR
D(E, s), s ≥ 1 becomes reducible [13, 15]:
D(E, s)→ D(s+ 1, s)⊕D(s+ 2, s− 1), E → s+ 1. (26)
Eq. (26) encodes the group theoretical aspect of the Higgs phenomenon in AdS4: when
a spin-s field, s ≥ 1, becomes massive, it “eats” a spin-(s − 1) boson. Notice than for
s = 0 this boson is in a D(3, 0), i.e. it is a minimally-coupled scalar [16]. For spin 2, it
is a massive vector in the D(4, 1) 2. Notice that the wave equation obeyed by a vector
Aµ in the D(4, 1) is exactly what we found in the previous Section: (∆− 2Λ)Aµ = 0.
The next question we have to address is whether aD(4, 1) appears in the stress-energy
tensor of a free CFT. Since the stress-energy tensor of a free field theory is quadratic in
the fields, the D(4, 1) can only be in Tµν if it appears in the tensor product of the UIRs
to which the fields belong. Let us examine separately free conformally-coupled fields of
spin 1, 1/2, and 0.
spin 1 Massless spin-1 fields are conformal; they belong to the D(2, 1) [15, 16]. The
tensor product of SO(2, 3) UIRs was found by Heidenreich in [17]. For D(2, 1), he
found
D(2, 1)⊗D′(2, 1) =
∞∑
n=0
D(4 + n, 0)⊕
∞∑
n=0
D(4 + n, 1)⊕
∞∑
S=0
[
D(4 + S, 2 + S)⊕
∞∑
n=0
2D(5 + S + n, 2 + S)
]
. (27)
In our case, since we are tensoring two identical bosons, some of the representations
that appear in the tensor product above are absent. For instance, the ground state
of the D(4, 1) that appears in the tensor product above is antisymmetric in its
arguments (∼ ǫijkAiAj), so it is forbidden by Bose statistics. This means that the
entire D(4, 1) is absent.
spin 1/2 The massless (conformal) spin-1/2 field belongs to the D(3/2, 1/2). Tensoring
two different D(3/2, 1/2), Heidenreich finds [17]
D(3/2, 1/2)⊗D′(3/2, 1/2) =
∞∑
n=0
D(3 + n, 0)⊕
∞∑
S=0
[
D(3 + S, 1 + S)⊕
∞∑
n=0
2D(4 + S + n, 1 + S)
]
. (28)
2Recall that in Minkowsky space, instead, the Higgs phenomenon for a spin 2 requires a massless
vector and a massless scalar. They together provide 3 degrees of freedom, as it does our massive vector
in AdS4.
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In this tensor product, the D(4, 1) appears twice. By taking into account Fermi
statistics when tensoring two identical representations, we get rid of one of them.
The other one cannot appear in the stress-energy tensor since it has the wrong
parity. To arrive at this result we first notice that the stress-energy tensor of a
free CFT made of several fields of spin s ≤ 1 is given by the sum Tµν = ∑i T iµν .
The i-component of this sum is the stress-energy tensor of either a real vector, a
real scalar, or a Majorana fermion. To preserve the Majorana condition (ψ = Cψ∗,
C = charge conjugation), the field ψ(x) must transforms as follows under parity:
ψ(t,x)→ ηγ0ψ(t,−x), η = ±1. The fermion field ψ can be expanded in spherical
waves. Its positive-frequency part (with respect to the global AdS time t) is [16]
ψpf =
∞∑
k=0
∞∑
n=0
e−iωt/Laωjmχ
±
ωjm, j = 1/2 + k, ω = 1 + j + n. (29)
The operators a†ωjm, aωjm respectively create and annihilate states of definite energy
ω/L and angular momentum j, belonging to the D(3/2, 1/2)±. The superscript ±
labels the parity of the representation. More precisely, when ψ belongs to the
D(3/2, 1/2)+, the spherical waves χ+ωjm in Eq. (29) transforms under parity as
χ+ωjm → i(−)ω−3/2χ+ωjm. Analogously, for D(3/2, 1/2)−, χ−ωjm → −i(−)ω−3/2χ−ωjm.
The parity a UIR is fixed by the parity of its ground state. The assignments given
above show immediately that the parity of the ground state of theD(4, 1) in the ten-
sor product of either D(3/2, 1/2)+⊗D(3/2, 1/2)+ or D(3/2, 1/2)−⊗D(3/2, 1/2)−
is +1. This is the parity of a pseudo-vector, while the D(4, 1) contained in Tµν must
be a true vector, with parity −1. This can be seen most easily by noticing that Tµν
is a true tensor and that the D(4, 1) we are after must appear in it as follows
Tµν = D(µAν) + ...., (∆− 2Λ)Aµ = 0. (30)
Equivalently, we may notice that with a single Majorana fermion we cannot form
a vector, as ψ¯γµψ = 0, but we can form the pseudo-vector ψ¯γµγ5ψ.
spin 0 Scalars belong to D(E, 0), E ≥ 1/2. The tensor product of two spin zero
representations of SO(2, 3) is [17]
D(E1, 0)⊗D(E2, 0) =
∞∑
S=0
∞∑
n=0
D(E1 + E2 + S + 2n, S). (31)
Here E1, E2 > 1/2. When E = 1/2, the representation degenerates, becoming a
singleton [18, 19], namely a representation that propagates only boundary degrees
of freedom and cannot be represented as a standard local field living in the bulk
of AdS4. We will not consider it further. When E1 = E2 = E > 1/2, a D(4, 1)
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exists in the tensor product D(E, 0) ⊗ D′(E, 0) only for E = 3/2. If the two
representations are identical, D(4, 1) is eliminated by Bose statistics [its would be
ground state is in reality a descendant belonging to the D(3, 0)].
This is not the end of the story, since the D(4, 1) appears in the tensor product of
two representations of different energy. In particular, as it is evident from Eq. (31), it
appears in the product D(1, 0) ⊗ D(2, 0). As we mentioned earlier, a conformal scalar
belongs to either D(1, 0) or D(2, 0). We can obtain a D(4, 1) by taking two different
conformal scalars, A,B, one belonging to D(1, 0), the other to D(2, 0). Equivalently,
we can form a vector out of the two scalars: Aµ ∼ ADµB. This is not what we need
though, as the stress-energy tensor does not mix the field A with B. What we need is
more unconventional.
When we stated that a conformal scalar belongs to either a D(1, 0) or a D(2, 0) we im-
plicitly assumed certain conditions at the boundary of AdS4. These boundary conditions
are spelled out [16]; they amount to ask that no momentum or energy escape through the
boundary. We will refer to them as reflecting boundary conditions. Recent studies of of
the KR model [3, 20, 8, 21, 22] have made clear that these boundary conditions are not
the most general physically meaningful ones. For instance, the holographic interpreta-
tion of the KR model demands that energy and momentum freely pass through the AdS4
boundary into a “mirror” AdS4 space [22]. Equivalently, energy and momentum are ab-
sorbed and released into the 4-d bulk by a 3-d CFT living on the boundary of AdS4. For
us, this means that we can relax the boundary conditions of [16], i.e. that we can allow
the conformal scalar to belong to the reducible representation D(1, 0)⊕D(2, 0). By doing
this, the stress-energy tensor does contain fields in the tensor product D(1, 0)⊗D(2, 0),
and it may even contain a D(4, 1).
Whether the D(4, 1) is really in Tµν can only be found by an explicit calculation of
the self-energy. This is the subject of the next Section.
4 Through a Glass, Clearly: KR Boundary Condi-
tions and the Graviton Self-Energy
4.1 KR Boundary Conditions
We call KR the boundary conditions that allow a conformal scalar to freely pass through
the boundary of AdS4 into a mirror space obtained as follows: consider the static Einstein
Universe, which is topologically S3 × R. By a Weyl rescaling gµν → Ω2gµν , the Einstein
universe is mapped into two adjacent AdS4 spaces, joined at their common boundary. If φ
solves the equations of motion of a conformal scalar in the Einstein-Universe background,
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then Ω−1φ solves the equations of motion of the scalar in AdS4. A complete set of
solutions in the Einstein Universe gives two complete sets of solutions in AdS4, namely,
D(1, 0) and D(2, 0). If we want to describe a scalar free to move from one AdS into the
other, as required for instance for the holographic interpretation of the KR model, we
must keep both sets of modes. More general boundary conditions can be imposed if we
put a 3-d defect CFT at the boundary of AdS4.
4.2 The Scalar Propagator
Consider R5 with pseudo-Euclidean metric η = diag(−1,−1,+1,+1,+1). Anti de Sitter
space is the covering space of the hyperboloid XMXNηMN = −L2, M,N = 0, .., 4. By
SO(2, 3) invariance, the scalar propagator ∆E(X, Y ) is a function of Z ≡ XMYM/L2
only. ∆E(Z) obeys the equation
[(1− Z2)∂2Z − 3Z∂Z + E(E − 3)]∆E(Z) = 0; (32)
The mass of the scalar is related to E by the equation L2m2 = E(E − 3). The solution
of Equation (32) that vanishes at large Z is a hypergeometric
∆E(Z) = rZ
−EF (E,E − 1; 2E − 2; 1/Z). (33)
The normalization constant r is fixed by requiring that at Z → 1 ∆E(Z) reduces to the
properly normalized flat-space Green’s function. As shown in [23], this condition gives
r =
1
4π2L2
Γ(E)Γ(E − 1)
Γ(2E − 2) . (34)
For conformal coupling, E = 1 or 2, and the normalized solution of Eq. (32) reduces to
∆(Z) =
1
4π2L2
(
α
1
Z2 − 1 + β
Z
Z2 − 1
)
. (35)
When the scalar is in the D(1, 0), α = 0, β = 1; when it is in the D(2, 0), α = 1, β = 0.
KR boundary condition give instead α = β = 1/2. This can be seen as follows. The
scalar propagator in any space is
∆(x, y) =
∑
i
1
λi
φi(x)φi(y), (−✷+m2)φi(x) = λiφi(x). (36)
Call ψi the eigenmodes of Eq. (36) that form a D(1, 0), and χi the eigenmodes that form
the D(2, 0). They can be thought as the modes of S3 × R restricted to a half 3-sphere.
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A complete set of normalized modes on S3 is {2−1/2ψi, 2−1/2χi} 3, so the propagator on
S3 ×R is
∆(x, y) =
1
2
∑
i
1
λi
ψi(x)ψi(y) +
1
2
∑
i
1
λ′i
χi(x)χi(y),
(✷+ 2/L2)ψi(x) = −λiψi(x), (✷+ 2/L2)χi(x) = −λ′iχi(x). (37)
When restricted to AdS4, Eq. (37) reduces to Eq. (35) with α = β = 1/2. We will keep
α, β generic in most of our calculations.
4.3 Tensor Fields in Homogeneous Coordinates
We could compute the graviton self-energy in intrinsic coordinates, using the techniques
of ref. [24, 23], but it is much simpler to use the embedding of AdS4 in R
5 given in
the previous Subsection, and to promote all 4-d fields into 5-d homogeneous fields. That
technique was developed in ref. [15]. Consider first a spin-2 field of mass L2m2 ≡ E(E−3),
represented by a symmetric tensor hµν(x). The embedding of AdS4 into R
5 defines 5
coordinates XM(x) obeying XM(x)XM(x) = −L2. The 5-d tensor field hMN(X) is then
defined as the homogeneous field of degree N that on the hyperboloid reduces to
hMN(x) = ∂µX
M(x)∂νX
N(x)hµν(x). (38)
By construction it obeys
XN∂Nh
AB(X) = NhAB(X), XMhMN(X) = 0. (39)
The 5-d indexes, M.N etc. are raised and lowered with the flat metric ηMN , the degree
of homogeneity N is arbitrary.
As shown in [15], the 4-d equations of motion are equivalent to the following 5-d
equations (∂2 = ∂M∂
M ):
[X2∂2 − (N + E)(N − E + 3)]hMN = 0, ∂MhMN = 0, hMM = 0. (40)
Equivalently, the space of fields that solves Eqs. (40) is D(E, 2) for E > 3. For E = 3,
hMN = X
2∂(MAN) + (2 − N)X(MAN) also solves Eqs. (40) when AM obeys (A · B ≡
AMBM)
[X2∂2−(X·∂)2−3X·∂+4]AM = 0, X·A = 0, ∂·A = 0, X·∂AM = (N−1)AM .
(41)
3The factor 2−1/2 ensures that the modes on S3 are normalized to one when the modes on the half-
sphere have unit norm, since ψi, χi are either symmetric or antisymmetric under the reflection that maps
one hemisphere into the other.
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AM is the gauge mode, generating the D(4, 1). This follows from the very definition of
gauge mode. More generally, recall that a spin-1 field belongs to the D(E, 1) (E ≥ 2).
One can then show [15] that its 5-d equations of motion are
[X2∂2 − (X · ∂)2 − 3X · ∂ + E(E − 3)]VM = 0, X · V = 0, ∂ · V = 0. (42)
These equations show once more that the gauge mode belongs to the D(4, 1).
Eqs. (41) allow us to find the operator P that projects the symmetric tensor hMN
over tt modes, i.e. the 5-d equivalent of the operator Πµνρσ given in Eqs. (15,18). The
projector P decomposes as P = I + P1 +
∑
i P
i
0. I is the identity operator on symmetric
tensors, P1 is the projector over spin-1 states, and the P
i
0 are projectors over spin-0 states.
We are interested in finding P1, as it is the term that we will need to detect the presence
of a Goldstone vector in the graviton self-energy. To find P1, we can compute the scalar
product of P in between symmetric tensors that are not only X-transverse, XMhMN = 0,
but also traceless and double divergenceless:
hMM = ∂M∂Nh
MN = 0. (43)
On these fields the projector simplifies considerably. Explicitly,
PCDAB hCD = hAB − 2[X2∂(AηB) + (2−N)X(AηB)] + ..., (44)
ηA = [X
2∂2 − (X · ∂)2 − 3X · ∂ + 4]−1(∂LhLA + ...). (45)
The ellipsis denote terms that vanish in the scalar product. To define the scalar product
h ∗ P ∗ h we have to promote the 4-d integration oven AdS4 to 5-d. This is done by
promoting 4-d scalars S(x) to homogeneous 5-d scalars of arbitrary degree N
X · ∂Sˆ(X) = NSˆ(X), Sˆ(X)
∣∣∣
X2=−L2
= S(x). (46)
The 4-d integration is then extended by using the identity∫
d4x
√
g¯S(x) =
∫
d5Xδ(X2 + L2)Sˆ(X) ≡
∫
dµ(X)Sˆ(X). (47)
The scalar product h ∗ P ∗ h on fields obeying Eq. (43) finally reads
h ∗ P ∗ h =
∫
dµ{hABhAB + 2X2∂ChCA[X2∂2 − (X · ∂)2 − 3X · ∂ + 4]−1∂DhDA}. (48)
This equation identifies the projector over the spin-1 state: it is the term proportional
to (∂ · h)2.
We need one last property before we embark in the computation of the graviton
self-energy, namely the matrix element
〈X|[X2∂2 − (X · ∂)2 − 3X · ∂ + 4]−1|Y 〉. (49)
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When the two points X, Y lie on the hyperboloid Y 2 = X2 = −L2, the matrix element is
a function of Z ≡ X · Y/L2 only. It obeys Eq. (32) with E = 4 so it is equal to −∆4(Z).
For Z →∞ Eq. (34) gives
∆4(Z) =
1
40π2L2
Z−4 +O(Z−6), Z →∞. (50)
4.4 The Graviton Self-Energy
We finally come to the heart of this paper: the computation of the graviton self-energy due
to a free conformally coupled scalar. Since we neglect graviton loops in our computation,
the only contribution to the self-energy comes from the 2-point correlator of the matter
stress-energy tensor
h ∗ Σ ∗ h =
∫
d4x
√
g¯(x)
∫
d4y
√
g¯(y)hµν(x)〈Tµν(x)Tρσ(y)〉hρσ(y). (51)
A free conformal scalar on AdS4 obeys the equation of motion (✷ − 2Λ/3)φ = 0. Its
stress-energy tensor is
Tµν = ∂µφ∂νφ− 1
2
g¯µν∂λφD
λφ− 1
6
[DµDν − g¯µν(✷− Λ)]φ2. (52)
We can simplify the calculation of the self-energy by evaluating Eq. (51) on traceless,
double divergenceless tensors
hµµ = DµDνh
µν = 0. (53)
On these configurations, Eq. (51) becomes
h ∗ Σ ∗ h =
∫
d4x
√
g¯(x)
∫
d4y
√
g¯(y)hµν(x)〈∂µφ(x)∂νφ(x)∂ρφ(y)∂σφ(y)〉hρσ(y). (54)
Since φ is a free field, we use Wick’s theorem and Eq. (35) to find
h ∗ Σ ∗ h = 2
∫
d4x
√
g¯(x)
∫
d4y
√
g¯(y)hµν(x)hρσ(y)
∂
∂xµ
∂
∂yρ
∆(Z)
∂
∂xν
∂
∂yσ
∆(Z). (55)
Now we convert Eq. (55) into a 5-d equation using the results of the previous Subsection.
Namely, we define a 5-d field hMN by Eq. (38) and we transform the 4-d integration into
a 5-d one using Eq. (47). Recalling the definition of the coordinate Z = X · Y/L2, and
setting L = 1 henceforth, we arrive at
h ∗ Σ ∗ h = 2
∫
dµ(X)
∫
dµ(Y )hAB(X)hCD(Y )[∆′(Z)ηAC + Y AXC∆′′(Z)][∆′(Z)ηBD
+Y BXD∆′′(Z)], ′ ≡ d
dZ
. (56)
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As previously explained, we want to see if Eq. (56) contains a term proportional to
∂ · h∆4(Z)∂ · h. To see that, we first write Eq. (56) as a sum of three pieces
h ∗ Σ ∗ h = 2
∫
dµ(X)
∫
dµ(Y )(A+B + C), (57)
A = hAB(X)hAB(X)[∆
′(Z)]2, (58)
B = hAB(X)h
BDY A
∂
∂Y D
[∆′(Z)]2, (59)
C = hAB(X)hCD(Y )X
CXD
∂Z
∂XA
∆′′(Z)
∂
∂XB
∆′(Z). (60)
By integrating by part repeatedly the functions B and C, we cast Eq. (56) into the
desired form
h ∗ Σ ∗ h = 2
∫
dµ(X)
∫
dµ(Y )
∂
∂XA
hAB(X)
∂
∂Y C
hCB(Y )[F (Z)− 4G(Z)] + ..., (61)
F ′(Z) = [∆′(Z)]2, G′′′(z) = [∆′′(Z)]2. (62)
In this equation, we omitted all terms not proportional to (∂Ah
AB)(X)(∂ChCB)(Y ).
Now we can find if the stress-energy tensor of our theory contains a vector in the
D(4, 1). We just need to find if F − 4G contains a term proportional to the propagator
of the vector. That propagator decays as Z−4 at large Z [see Eq. (51)], so we need to
find if such a term is contained in F − 4G. The constants of integration in the definition
of F and G must be chosen so that they decay at large Z. If we recall the definition of
∆(Z) given in Eq. (35) and we expand this function in powers of 1/Z we find that there
is only one term proportional to Z−4:
F − 4K = − 1
5(4π2)2
αβZ−4 + .... (63)
Notice that this term vanishes when the b.c. are purely E = 1 or E = 2, as it should.
Eq. (63) shows that mixed boundary conditions, with both α and β nonzero, do indeed
give rise to a Goldstone vector. This happens in particular with the KR conditions,
α = β = 1/2. Upon coupling to gravity, this vector supplies the extra polarizations
needed to make the graviton massive. To find the graviton mass induced by this Higgs
mechanism, we first recall that the large-Z behavior of the propagator ∆4(Z) is given by
Eq. (50), thus
F − 4K = − 1
2π2
αβ∆4(Z) + .... (64)
Finally, we re-introduce L in our formulas, recall Eqs. (19,20), and find:
m2 = 16πG
2αβ
π2L4
. (65)
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As predicted by dimensional analysis in Section 2, the graviton mass is proportional to
L−4 i.e. to Λ2. We emphasize again that the functional dependence on L is model-
independent, as it follows only from two simple assumptions: 1) graviton loops can be
neglected in the computation of the graviton self-energy; 2) matter is conformal. The first
assumption guarantees that the self-energy is independent of G; the second guarantees
that L is the only mass scale of the matter theory. Clearly, the numerical coefficient in
Eq. (65) is model dependent already in the free theory, since it depends on the boundary
conditions! Even when the boundary conditions are chosen to be KR (α = β = 1/2), no
non-renormalization theorem is known to us that protects Eq. (65). It is not surprising,
therefore, that the proportionality constant in Eq. (65) does not coincide with what was
found in the KR model [3, 8]. After all, KR is dual to a strongly interacting CFT, while
here we examined a free CFT.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we re-examined the possibility of giving a mass to the graviton in Anti de
Sitter space.
We pointed out that Ward identities do not forbid a graviton mass, at least in lin-
earized gravity. We then proceeded to examine the conditions that allow a gravitational
Higgs mechanism in AdS, and we gave a model-independent estimate of the graviton
mass induced by a CFT.
Next, we recalled that unlike Minkowsky space, AdS4 allows even a free theory to form
bound states, owing to the discreteness of the AdS energy spectrum. We investigated free
CFTs with spin not greater than 1. We found that, in order to have a Goldstone particle
in the stress-energy tensor, we had to impose non-standard (i.e. non-reflecting) boundary
conditions on the fields of our free CFT. Similar boundary conditions are not only allowed,
but indeed necessary, to interpret holographically the KR model [3, 8, 20, 22].
We considered next a free conformal scalar in AdS4, and we found that, even in that
very simple example, nonstandard boundary conditions did produce a Goldstone boson
that gives a mass to the graviton, when the CFT is coupled to gravity.
The present calculation found that a graviton mass is generated by coupling standard
gravity to a free CFT. In [3, 8], it was shown that the same phenomenon happens when
gravity is coupled to a strongly interacting CFT. In both cases the key ingredient is the
boundary conditions imposed on the CFT. They must allow energy and momentum to
flow in and out of AdS4 through its boundary. This phenomenon can be interpreted as
due to a 3-d defect conformal field theory located at the boundary of AdS4. It is curious
that two vastly different cases –free CFT versus strongly-interacting CFT– in which the
graviton becomes massive have in common just the choice of boundary conditions. We
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may speculate that this fact point out to the possibility of finding a model-independent
setting for the gravitational Higgs effect on AdS, that only depends on a choice of bound-
ary dynamics for the field theory of matter.
Finally, we may ask if the “bigravity” model of ref. [4] can also be explained purely
in terms of 4-d physics with nonstandard boundary conditions. We recall that in [4] a
region of AdS5 was bounded by two AdS4 branes. In that model one finds, besides the
usual massless graviton, a second spin-2 field that couples as the graviton and has mass
O(Λ2/M2pl). When one of the two branes is sent to infinity, the coupling of the massless
graviton vanishes while that of the massive graviton remains finite. In that limit, the
model becomes KR. Clearly, the spectrum of bigravity cannot be reproduced by any
choice of the parameters α, β in Eq. (35), as long as they are constant. Nevertheless
we suggest that a more complicated choice of boundary conditions, where α, β become
functions of the AdS4 energy, may give rise to bigravity. This choice of boundary condi-
tions can be thought of as describing the dynamics of the 3-d defect CFT living at the
boundary of AdS4, that must partially reflect and partially absorb bulk fields.
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